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Although the different of constructive rationalism mode of thought and the 
critical rationalism mode of thought was put forward by Karl.popper himself, but 
the difference of two mode of thought actually have long history  and important 
significance — they appeared in ancient Greek,developed in medieval 
period,shaped in modern .In this course, constructive rationalism occupied 
dominant position for closed relationship and interaction function between it and 
theory study. Hegel’s philosophic system has high level of uniformity and 
syntheticity,showing us the gigantic enchantment of the constructive  
rationalism mode of thought .He absorbed the think of Logocentrism and the 
spirit of “nous” which appeared in ancient Greek ,furthermore ,applied dialectic 
creatively to unify them, gifted inner vitality to idea, conformed life motion  to 
idea, Hegel described a beautiful scene which was filled with movement but not 
full into confusion same time .In his system,idea is kernel but not lost 
anthropologism .Any theory system has it’s principle,and any mode of think has 
it’s character .Hegel’s theory also abided by some principle—unity of subjective 
and objective principle, dialectical contradiction principle,historilism principle—
e.g. Hegel’s mode of thinking embodied some character. these characters are 
very different from Popper’s mode of thinking. This difference decided them 
have contradictive view in sociology. Idea passed many negative segment and 
developing course, realize and recognize himself at last, arrived the modern 















   On the contrary, Karl. Popper regarded Hegel’s idea as nonsense. He  
changed emphasis of philosophic study from traditional question to technologic 
philosophy. Popper’s critical rationalism is not aimed at Hegel’s philosophy but 
at Experience,he against  Hegel’s social theory directly.Comparison about they 
difference in mode of thought is more important than comparison about they 
particular viewpoint. He based his theory on multifactorial substance,give up the 
purchase of unifying thought and being with one substance. Scientific theory 
developed depend on refuting mistakes, all theory are conjectures, scientific 
method is critical method .Popper criticize Hegel’s social theory severely.     
    The relation of the two mode of thought is not simply opposite relation. We 
may say that any theoretical creation is constructive action. It is more important 
that constructive rationalism and critical rationalism embodied two different 
opinion of life and world. Facing human’s ability of knowledge, excessive 
optimism and conservative optimism result to significant different method of 
social question solution. This article regards Hegel and Popper as representative, 
to find the essential reason of the conflict between open society and closed 
society. 
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